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In our field of Artificial Intelligence, the machine-
behavioral realization of models based in neoclassical eco-
nomics and utilitarian calculus represents not only a success-
ful test-of-concept, but we may view such principles as in
fact, one of the first concrete and systematic operationaliza-
tions of an ethical theory in the “real world.” Here, a notable
paradox stands: While the ethics of the field of AI at-large
is under continual debate and contention, the conversation
about the ethical grounding of individual AIs in particular is
rather uncontroversial—AI tools, whether it be a reinforce-
ment learning agent or a machine learning-based classifier,
are for the most part, act utilitarians—that is, the right action
is the one that maximizes (expected) utility.

When the reach of AI was largely limited to solving tech-
nical tasks, researchers could view the dictates of utility
maximization as a purely procedural approach to determin-
ing agent action. But the entry of AIs into the realm of the
social has forced a shift in our evaluation of the rightness
of utility-based models, resurfacing the fundamentally eth-
ical nature of agent decision-making. While philosophers
have known for quite a while that utilitarianism alone as
an ethical basis of action can provide an impoverished ac-
count of justice or fairness, the realization has been a recent
rude awakening for computer scientists working in Artifi-
cial Intelligence and Machine Learning who are now newly
grappling with issues of injustice that arise when automated
utility-maximizing tools are at the helm of social decision-
making processes. Cathy O’Neil’s Weapons of Math De-
struction (O’Neil 2017) and ProPublica’s audit of the COM-
PAS recidivism tool (Angwin et al. 2016) are just two of
a series of high-publicity investigations that have uncov-
ered the surprising fact that seemingly objective and purely
optimization-driven devices can exhibit human-like biases in
socially-oriented tasks, in many cases producing behaviors
that are considered abhorrent and even unlawful.

But within the utility-maximizing model of AIs, encour-
aging behaviors and outcomes that align with social values
tends to be of secondary interest. My thesis examines the
extent to which the governing ethos of utility-based ratio-
nality built into AI systems is compatible with societal inter-
ests and norms of fairness. In particular, when AI techniques
are employed as resource allocation mechanisms—whether
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it be sifting through job candidate résumés to offer interview
slots or defendant data to produce recidivism risk scores—
unconstrained maximization of predictive accuracy as utility
has been shown to reinforce and deepen racial and gender
inequalities. As such, the demands of fairness must coexist
alongside or be built into the existing utilitarian framework
of AI systems. My thesis asks: How can the variable de-
mands of justice as fairness be computationalized, so as to
fit within a utility-based AI system, in a way that approxi-
mates the dynamic environment of the social world?

Research in the growing literature of algorithmic fairness
has studied similar questions by beginning with a domain-
general “definition” of fairness and then constraining the be-
havior of particular algorithms so to align with the fairness
notion presented. However, the problem of generating gen-
eral principles of fairness is not only a notoriously difficult
task in itself, but such an approach lacks the context to han-
dle the particular trespasses of justice at stake in domains
with distinct histories, patterns of inequality, and moral obli-
gations. I claim that we cannot adequately evaluate the so-
cial and ethical impact of an algorithm’s behavior without
examining deeply the particular system within which it is
embedded. Since AIs rarely fully control a resource distribu-
tion process, my work models and analyzes the dynamics of
an algorithm’s whole system of use to determine what type
of intervention would be appropriate to achieve an outcome
that can be ethically argued as just for a particular system.

In work presented at a talk in the FAT/ML workshop (Fair-
ness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learn-
ing), I tackle the problem of algorithmic reinforcement of
disparate group outcomes in the labor market (Hu and Chen
2018) and argue that relying on leading notions of algo-
rithmic fairness to constrain hiring practices are insufficient
to overcome the steeped inequalities that characterize every
cut of the employment cycle. I prove that when the group-
memberships of job candidates are observable, such as race
and gender, and decision-makers are equipped with standard
homo economicus capabilities such as Bayesian reasoning,
conceptions of individual and meritocratic fairness, which
constrain algorithms to treat similarly qualified people simi-
larly (Dwork et al. 2012; Kearns, Roth, and Wu 2017), con-
tinue to foreground short-term utility maximization, justify-
ing disparate outcomes in a vicious cycle that fails to achieve
long-term societal goals of ensuring equality of opportunity.



A central argument of my research contends that these
static utility-based conception of optimal hiring, wherein al-
gorithms predict and hire the “good” workers out of a can-
didate pool, is ill-suited for understanding the dynamics of
complex social processes and as a result, the societal obli-
gations to which AI tools may be bound. Instead, my work
widens the view of algorithmic fairness to consider the dy-
namics of the entire labor market system, from workers’ in-
vestment opportunities prior to entering the labor market to
their tenure within the market as they interact with various
firms and cycle through different jobs. In re-embedding al-
gorithms in their social and human contexts, my work pre-
serves aspects of rational choice theory that bear on human
behavior while departing from a popular machine learning
practice of treating human data as a priori parameters of a
utility function rather than the products of structurally influ-
enced human actions. My stylized model casts a worker as
a rational actor navigating a sequence of stages wherein she
has attributes both personal (such as ability level) as well
as social (such as group membership), faces individualized
education investment costs, and makes employment-related
decisions. Labor market interactions between workers and
hiring-agents are embedded within a reputational dynamic
repeated game where changing group reputations, which ap-
proximate societal standing, bear on members’ investment
costs—for two workers equal in innate ability, a lower repu-
tation group member faces higher costs—as well as a hiring
agent’s perception of the worker’s qualifications.

When initial group reputations are unequal, worker and
firm best responses may cause the system to converge to an
asymmetric equilibrium with disparate outcomes. Further,
I prove that this reputation system has feedback and exter-
nality properties such that even when standard algorithmic
fairness definitions are in place, the asymmetric equilibrium
in which workers of the same ability level but of different
groups face disparate wage prospects is maintained.

As evidenced by the methodology of this work, I do not
dispose of the concepts of rationality and utility, rather I bor-
row techniques from both economics and sociology to build
a model of the labor market pipeline that is better able to
pinpoint an underlying origin of algorithmic disparate out-
comes, shifting from a data-centric to an action-centric view
of the world. For the final upshot of this work, I designed
a fairness intervention on hiring practices to address the
empirically-validated social phenomenon of development
bias, in which members of a disadvantaged group are dispro-
portionately excluded from opportunities required to realize
their goals, a leading source of disparate employment out-
comes (Loury 2009). I prove that my proposed short-term
intervention installs long-term social fairness by converging
the system to a group-equitable steady-state, and that more-
over, under weak market conditions, the “fair” equilbrium
outcome Pareto-dominates the asymmetric steady-state aris-
ing under unconstrained or procedurally fair hiring.

My paper on fair hiring in the labor market is one of the
first works in the algorithmic fairness community that ex-
plicitly models the impact of algorithms in situ and makes
a comparative statics social welfare argument against exist-
ing propositions of fairness. I also developed an argument

grounded in legal and philosophical discourse for the ethi-
cality of both the intervention proposed and the final group-
egalitarian outcome in the labor market that is not based in
utilitarian calculus. My inclusion of such content is rare in
the fairness literature and highlights the central role that I
believe ethics and justice must play in computer science and
mathematical research on algorithmic biases.

My current research constructs a mathematical relation-
ship between the problem of utility maximization with fair-
ness constraints devised by AI researchers and the prob-
lem of designing social welfare functionals that embed dis-
tributive principles that is considered in welfare economics
and social choice theory. By drawing a connection between
the two approaches, I aim to also bring to light the latter
scholarship’s tradition of fitting normative analysis and ar-
gument alongside mathematical model construction. In sep-
arate work of a more critical nature, David Gray Grant and
I argue that the staunch commitment to a methodology of
utility optimization leads to a fallacy of choice among “fair-
ness definitions.” By delimiting the problem of fairness in AI
systems to tinkering with the nuts-and-bolts decision criteria
alone, research has implicitly assumed that fair algorithms
can operate self-sufficiently without reference to humans or
context. Not only is this “set-and-forget” tactic ill-suited to
most social realms, but it also has the effect of blinding prac-
titioners to the possibility for more holisitc ethical design of
AI decision-making procedures and pipelines.

While the constructs of utility and rationality continue to
be invaluable for AI systems grappling with societal values,
it is also crucial that a conception of justice may exist as in-
dependent and distinct from any other utility maximization
problem. My thesis sits at this region lying in between, at the
intersection of utilitarianism as a framework and methodol-
ogy of algorithm theory and justice-as-fairness as an ethi-
cal and social aspiration, characterizing aspects of this still
under-explored landscape.
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